**GAIN ACTIVITIES**

**Workshop on Intelligent Video Analytics**

A workshop was conducted to explore how might we introduce intelligent video analytics to reduce human error in switching or maintenance operations for a utilities firm. [Click HERE to make enquiries.]

**APRU Global Sustainability: Waste and the City**

In this talk which took place on February 2022, speakers from British Petroleum as well as Nanyang Environment & Water Research Institute (NEWRI) shared on topics relating to sustainability. [Click HERE to make enquiries.]

**GRANT CALLS / INNOVATION CHALLENGES**

**Healthcare InnoMatch 2022**

Submission deadline: 29 April 2022

Calling for innovative, market-ready or near market-ready solutions to address critical and emerging healthcare needs, the Healthcare InnoMatch 2022 is seeking solutions that can enhance patient care and deliver positive health outcomes, with the theme on “Delivering Care Beyond Hospital Walls.” [Click HERE for more details.]

**Recover Precious Materials from End-of-Life Lithium-ion Battery**

A local company in the environmental sector looking to partner with a technology owner to co-develop a precious material recovery pilot process that can recover and produce valuable materials from spent lithium-ion batteries (LIBs). [Click HERE for more details.]

**Open Innovation Challenge: Application Innovation For Vestenamer®**

Submission deadline: 30 April 2022

In this challenge, Evonik is looking to identify new innovative ideas to broaden the applications of VESTENAMER® and enter new markets with this product. [Click HERE for more details.]

**Singapore International Water Week (SIWW) 2022**

Date & Time: 17 - 21 Apr 2022

Registration: [Click HERE for more details]

Organised by PUB, Singapore’s national water agency, the SIWW gathers thought leaders, experts and practitioners from governments, utilities, academia, and industry to share next-gen solutions to meet pressing urban water challenges globally. Emerging topics such as digital water, resource recovery and climate resilience will be discussed as well.

**Cyber Security for Critical Assets (CS4CA) APAC Summit**

Date & Time: 26 - 27 Apr 2022

Registration: [Click HERE for more details]

The CS4CA APAC Summit brings together more than 100 IT & OT security leaders to share, network, be inspired, and collaborate towards cyber resilience by exchanging first-hand expert information and joining forces in addressing common concerns.

**Asia Tech x Singapore (ATxSG)**

Date & Time: 31 May - 3 Jun 2022

Registration: [Click HERE for more details]

Asia Tech x Singapore (ATxSG) is Asia’s flagship tech event where technology intersects with society and the digital economy. It provides deeper insight into today’s hottest topics in business, technology and social impact and brings together governments, global enterprises and communities for in-depth discussion on the role of technology in our shared digital future.
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